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***

Greetings in the Sun-day ... the day of the Lord ... when "El Moria" ... a God which Father is Mor
king of IA ... support the World ...

This Lesson is about "Life" and "Death" ... and each one is the Entering or the Leaving of
the 3D door ... of Lineal Time and Lineal Space.

This means that an Old Man ... like may be my Father ... leave 3D about 33 years ago ...
and never evaporate ... or disintegrate ... but like Prof. Einstein comment ... Energy is
transformed ... into a new type.
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The Soul of Light ... is Energy and is the Consciousness ... Your Consciousness ... My
Consciousness ... Our Consciousness ... and so the "Lord" is a Consciousness too ... but
Impersonal ... The Lord do not Judge the Person will Help ... do not discriminate ... Loves
everything.

My Words ...

Many are the lessons I know ... from High Lords ... and is my interested ... to share with you.

One is ... "The Laws the rule the Universe ... are not different to the Laws rule the Planet" ...
Many persons consider the Laws that rule the Universe are benevolent and the Laws the rule
the Planet are not ... and there are Injustice ... No, my friends.

Always there are Love and Assistance ... all the Time.

Therefore ... if "The Law of Karma" ... take the decision some boys ... must die ... they die.
You cannot take a Super Airplane full of Food and Medicament and help these boys ... A King,
neither a Queen have this behavior. Nay.

Of Course the King or Pharaoh ... send and play their role ... Supporting the people.

If that person or Government do not ... Then is a Villain ... a Gangster and a Dictator and an
Evil Person that torture his citizen ... as well their Soul. Nothing Christian.

If I write an Equation for your Karma ... and I say ...

+ Good Actions

Karma = Elapsed Time - Bad Actions
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In what Units you will express such Karmic Energy? ... is simple.

In terms of Time ... days, seconds ... weeks ... or Years.

Of Course ... 1 hour is 60 minutes ... Therefore 0.5 hour will be 30 Minutes if we work in
Decimal ...

But if we work in Duodecimal ... which is more logical ... We will have 0.6 hour ... but this is
not the point here now.

... Just to say ... Kilometers ... touch multiples of ten ... and Hours multiple of 60 ... Logical is
to use ONE ... not two ways to count.

The Lord give us ... 120 Years to Live ... also the babies that die ... also those who never
born and may be born ... because they want to born ... and arrive to this World.

Therefore ... 120 Years is the Constant like ... the Actual Speed of Light ... a Limit to live.

Life is Logic ... If you are Logical ... You have everything ... Illogical People is like "Irrational
Numbers" ... they never stop and consider to be important ... like 3 is important ... also 4 ...
because are Natural Numbers ... Pi is not ... and in Heaven the Universal Pi is ... Rational ... I
consider is a Natural Number ... therefore very easy.

May be here in 3D we capture a change ... from 3 to 4 ... nothing else ...

***
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Because DNA can be changed ... a person can be Healed ...

The Tree of Life is present in Any Religion ... in the first and the last Books of Christianity
understanding Catholic ... in Buddhism is Hinduism ... everywhere.

Also the Universe is a Tree of Life. Also the Time is a Tree ... and we need to climb such
Tree ...

...

Why we need to Climb? ... because the Roots of the Tree of Life are full of Demons of Time

In his book, About Thermodynamics ... Paul Davies quote ...
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‘Could life’s machines be Maxwell demons, creating order out of chaos …?’
– Peter Hoffmann

My answer is No. Only Atheist have this Mind ... and the mechanical Sense of Solution ...
which are Solutions ... but not Optimal.

Another book, another quote ... The book is ...
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The Quote is Old:

Ignoramus et ignorabimus

We do not know ... We will never Know ... Fools have this behavior ... consider the Universe
is Static and Void ... instead of in Eternal Motion and Filled with Many Aethers ...

Can we heal the World? ...

Can we solve our Equation of Karma? ... Yes and Yes ... but ... the World NEVER CAN BE
CHANGED or Healed ... by imposition ...

From some point of view ... Dictators ... impose Ignorance and Misery ... instead to propose
... Wealth and Healing.
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How is your Equation of Karma? ... Let me solve mine ...

Thanks,

Dr. Giovanni A. Orlando.

The El Moria Speech ...

FREEDOM 1991
XII
Regarding Your Chelaship:
The Equation of Karma
Give My Mantra to the Will of God
I, Morya El, Son of God on the First Ray, come to speak to you out of the
Diamond Heart of my love for my chelas.
[20-second standing ovation. Congregation gives the salutation:]
Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya!
Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya!
Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya!
Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya!
Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya!
Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya!
Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya! Hail, El Morya!...
I come to speak to you regarding your chelaship and I would be happy if you would be seated.

I desire that your gains on the path of chelaship should be greater and I desire that my gains as
a Guru should also be greater.
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I speak on a subject that has been on the heart of the Messenger for some months. The
Messenger has been burdened concerning the illnesses, accidents and calamities that have
befallen Keepers of the Flame and chelas and reasoned in her heart whether these may have
come about because of a lessening dispensation on my part from the Lords of Karma to assist
you. This is a relative matter, beloved. Understand the equation of karma.

One and all know that individual karma has increased with the Dark Cycle entering the physical
octave April 23, 1990. &lt;1&gt; All know of the diminishing of opportunity to all Ascended
Masters and hosts to intercede on behalf of chelas and humanity for the very x factor of the
increase of karma that they carry. For the karma of the individual, beloved, as well as his
inclination toward the things of the Spirit does determine what measure can be meted unto him
from those in our octave. Thus know that it is a given that you bear more, and therefore we can
bear less, of your karma.

There is the equation, then, of such dire circumstances on the planetary body that we must pull
upon the resources of our Causal Bodies, and I speak of the entire Spirit of the Great White
Brotherhood, so as to render from our level those effective stopgap measures that allow the
continuity of your life and purpose and service to the Brotherhood.

By your decrees you have bought time and even a window of opportunity. But the buying of
this, beloved, comes daily and we must pay a price daily for every bit of time and every window
of opportunity that does come. It is a day-by-day battle and all, including yourselves, are truly
engaged in a planetary Armageddon at inner levels.

Now then, beloved, my desire is as great and greater than ever to intercede in your behalf. Yet
I have my hands tied, as does every other Ascended Master. For this reason Omri-Tas did
come to the aid of Saint Germain. For this reason did the Nameless One from the Great
Central Sun speak to you.

Now then, my proposal is this, beloved. I have asked and the Messenger has asked for the
decree to the will of God, 10.03, &lt;2&gt; to be given diligently by chelas who must make
decisions in their lives,
&lt;3&gt; who do not
know the way to go, who because they slack off on decrees and do not tend to the call for the
binding of their own dweller-on-the-threshold sometimes do take a wrong turn. And that wrong
turn may lead them to six other wrong turns until they are far afield from my aura and
reachability.
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I suggest, therefore, that to maintain the momentum of this conference you turn to 10.03, when
you are able, to give that call to me. Look at the verses, look at the chorus and see how it is a
geometry of the power of the throat chakra, line by line. This is a most powerful decree and it
builds around you a crystal, a crystal of diamond that does set your thinking and feeling world
in order so that you are humming in the key of the will of God. And as you do, angels of the will
of God surround you.

My Electronic Presence can be over you as you decree. For you see, I am the embodiment of
the will of God. All who invoke the will of God have my presence there, for I and my
Father-Mother God’s will are one.

Give my mantra, have my manifestation, have access to my Causal Body. This is the
foundation of a greater association with me and a stronger tie. Upon this foundation, then,
return to the call and the dispensation at hand of the violet flame decrees. Let the diamond
chalice building and building upon itself day by day as you give the 10.03 decree become a
basket-weave crystal chalice for the violet flame.

If you reach a certain momentum of vibration and crescendo in these two, you then can say the
mantra for the sealing of this blue-violet session:

“I AM Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending!”

What does this mean, this mantra?

It establishes around you the T’ai Chi of Alpha and Omega. It establishes the balance of the yin
and the yang spiritually, which your bodies may be the reflection of if you care for them
carefully. It is the mantra of the Body and Blood of every Christed one in all octaves. It is the
mantra of Holy Communion:

“I AM Alpha and Omega in the white fire core of being!”
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It does establish balance and harmony to the point where angels of the violet flame, angels of
the blue ray joined by healing angels can accelerate the mending of your garments.

I speak to you again of holes in the garments because this is often the one thing that is
needed–the mending of the garments. You need that shield of the many layers, filigree layers
of light that comprise your etheric, mental, astral sheaths. As you have torn these, they must be
mended. They are mended by angels but the angels must have the light wherewith to mend
them.

Thus I give you this concept, beloved. For if you will establish this [shield] around you, [as well
as the diamond chalice and the balance and harmony of Alpha and Omega,] then my
Electronic Presence over you is guaranteed when your heart is pure and your love is unto God
and you have no idolatry of yourself or of me but only bow to the Light in me and in all
manifestations of God.

I would surely desire to prevent further calamity or dread conditions in your physical bodies. I
give you this concept and this matrix. I ask you to specifically call to angels–the angels who are
called the weavers. The weavers come to reweave and they are experts. And when they fill in
those holes, you will never know that there was a tear there. Thus they assist you with the
weaving of the seamless garment, without which you cannot ascend to God in this life.

This is my message to you, beloved. I desire that you should invoke these flames with a new
level of enlightened self-interest. I speak to any and all on the Path who have perhaps gone
backwards imperceptibly, whose vibration has decreased, those of many years of service who
have given themselves tirelessly yet somehow have lost the point of contact in that service:

You cannot be so long on the periphery of the circle without dipping into the center. This is why
we have the daisy meditation of “I AM Alpha and Omega in the white fire core of being!”
&lt;4&gt;
[In this meditation, you visualize yourself] standing in the center of the circle and [you] give that
fiat and feel the extension of the center to each of the twelve points on the [Cosmic] Clock and
the hierarchy thereof as you visualize yourself going through the ritual of going out and coming
in–going out to the point of the twelve o’clock line under the hierarchy of Capricorn and
returning to the center [and going out again to the one o’clock line, and so on around the
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Clock].

Thus your journeyings around the clock of life must be from center to point and back again,
from center to the next point and back again, using that mantra. [Thus, by your going out and
coming in, you create the daisy pattern.]

Some of you think you know so much of the Teaching and have heard so many dictations that
you do not have to repeat the first steps again and again. Well, you do, beloved! Do not
assume attainment. Do not think that knowledge is always wisdom. Do not think that as you go
round and round on the clock of life you will not uncover new layers of [misqualified] substance.
Indeed you will! And the deeper you go, the more difficult the substance; [hence] the more
treacherous the conditions of chelaship.

I desire you to see yourself standing fast and knowing that if you do not come to the altar of
God with regularity, as the planets in their courses are regular, you will find yourself not having
the sacred fire you need to deal with your occupations on the circle of life. Heed me, beloved!
There is no need for those who have worked long and hard and served at great sacrifice and
surrender to become weary in well doing the very night before they can be given the initiation
that they are well qualified to pass to move up a rung on the ladder of initiation.

Yes, beloved, know the signs and cycles of the body. [There is] a time to rest and re-create in
the center of God, a time to work and to love and to labor, and to build and tear down and build
again, and a time to return to the center. It is not only during the hours of sleep that you require
this re-creation but in the hours when the mind is active yet not stayed on the Mind of God.

Chelas whose white-hot heat has become lukewarm or cold, I say to you, welcome to my heart!
I AM Morya. I watch over you! I move with you! Let me in and let go of whatever it is that
disturbs you concerning this path, this Messenger, this Community, this organization!

What is that to thee? All of this human condition shall go into the flame.

What ought to concern you is whether the servants of God are determined to try and try and try
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again, whether they are determined to correct mistakes and rise, whether they are true
chelas–not whether they are perfect mannequins, not whether they are robots of some kind of
a false perfection but whether they have a heart of gold and of fire and can manifest that heart
in the very presence of the human condition, which ye all have! And the human condition is the
condition of imperfection. It is a given.

Judge not by the condition of anyone’s human. Look further to the depths of the soul and make
allowances for moments when anyone may be tired, may utter the thoughtless remark or forget
something that is important.

We understand these things! We have moved in this world. Those who expect perfect human
beings and will not join any organization or be a part of any group endeavor until they find
perfect people are in danger of losing their souls, for they are idolaters. Therefore we let the
petticoat of the Messenger show that you might see that none is perfect in the human condition
and that you might perceive beyond the petticoat the perfection of the Presence of God and
know the difference.

Let us have balance, beloved, and let your minds not be overcome with the energy veil of
judgment! For I tell you, unless you let go of your judgment of anyone on the Path, yet retain
your Christ-discrimination to hold the balance for anyone’s weaknesses–unless you let go of
judgment, I will tell you what will come upon you: The fires of hell themselves will be unleashed
to you in your own judgment! &lt;5&gt;

This is truth, beloved, for judgment is a weighty matter. Thus you find the teaching of Jesus
Christ, “Judge not lest ye be judged. For with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured unto
you again!” &lt;6&gt;

I have written on the momentum of criticism, condemnation and judgment. &lt;7&gt; Beware
of its subtlety in your mind! Beware of its subtlety in your pride! Walk in another’s moccasins,
literally, beloved. If you are critical of someone, take on yourself the penance. Ask that one’s
Holy Christ Self and the Lords of Karma to give you that one’s moccasins for twenty-four hours.
See how you feel bearing that one’s karma and burden. See how you come to know what
striving [your brothers and sisters] may have in their hearts that you do not see whereby they
accomplish their daily tasks against odds you know not of and conditions in the body that try
them.
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Yes, beloved, I suggest if you are of the bent of the carnal mind that does continually judge
others, that you cease it at once, else I shall have to remove you from my community of chelas.
For all who hold this vibration maintain a direct tie to hell and that hell will one day rise up in
them. And how will they cast it down when they have created the conditions whereby this hell
should overtake them?

Ye are at the altar of God! Know it and do not trifle with the fire that has come to you, for the
initiation of fire ye must pass through. Pass through it, then, and do not allow your
consciousness to be in a place where this fire shall burn you; for the fire shall try your work of
what sort it is. &lt;8&gt; Expect that initiation day by day and maintain the stillness of the
peace of God through your champion Archangel Uriel.

These are my words to the wise and the ignorant.

May all benefit.

I send you forth to conquer planet earth and I expect you to accomplish the task! [47-second
standing ovation]

This dictation by El Morya was delivered by the Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood
Elizabeth Clare Prophet on
Sunday, July 7, 1991,
during
FREEDOM 1991
held at the
Royal Teton Ranch, Park County, Montana.
[
N.B.
Throughout this
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Pearl,
bracketed material denotes words unspoken yet implicit in the dictation, added by the
Messenger under El Morya’s direction for clarity in the written word.] Throughout these notes
PoW
is the abbreviation for
Pearls of Wisdom.

1. See p. 156 n. 2.

2. Decree 10.03, “I AM God’s Will.” See p. 532 and Prayers, Meditations and Dynamic
Decrees for the Coming Revolution in Higher Consciousness,
Section I. Decree 10.03 is also available on audiocassette so that you may give it along with
the tape. It is recorded on each of the four
El Morya, Lord of the First Ray
decree-and-song tapes. Tape 1 also includes decree 10.09, “El Morya, Thou Chohan of
Power,” and the prayer “Sweet Surrender to Our Holy Vow” as well as the following songs to El
Morya and the will of God, which you may wish to include in your services to the Darjeeling
Master: “Master Morya, Lord of the First Ray,” “The Guru Song,” “The Will of God Is Good,”
“More” and “El Morya, We Love You.” Tape 2 includes the song “Gratitude to Our Master
Morya.” Tape 3: “O Presence of the Diamond Heart” and “Thy Will, O God, Is Good!” Tape 4
includes decree 10.09, “El Morya, Thou Chohan of Power,” and the following songs: “Hail to
the Chief,” “The Light of God’s Will” and “Thanks for the Invitation.” Each of these 90-min.
audiocassettes includes booklet.

3. See 1990 PoW, pp. 469-70.

4. This meditation, known as the Ritual of the Atom, and further teaching on it are included on
8-cassette album
The ABC’s of Your
Psychology on the Cosmic Clock
(A85056), 83-min. audiocassette (B85063). See also p. 93, this volume.

5. “But I say unto you that whosoever is angry with his brother without a cause shall be in
danger of the judgment: and whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca, shall be in danger of
the council: but whosoever shall say, Thou fool, shall be in danger of hell fire. Therefore if thou
bring thy gift to the altar, and there rememberest that thy brother hath ought against thee, leave
there thy gift before the altar and go thy way; first be reconciled to thy brother and then come
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and offer thy gift” (Matt. 5:22-24). See also Matt. 12:36, 37; 25:41-46.

6. “Judge not, that ye be not judged. For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and
with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you again. And why beholdest thou the
mote that is in thy brother’s eye, but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye? Or how
wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me pull out the mote out of thine eye; and, behold, a beam is in
thine own eye? Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and then shalt
thou see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother’s eye” (Matt. 7:1-5). See also John 8:7.

7. Criticism, condemnation and judgment. See El Morya, A Report, 10-page pamphlet; and
Elizabeth Clare Prophet, October 10, 1981, “The Teachings of El Morya on the Inner Retreat;
The Summit Lighthouse; the Perversions of Power; and Criticism, Condemnation and
Judgment” (teaching on
A Report)
, on 8-cassette album
Sine Wave to the Sun,
90-min. audiocassette (B8170).

8. Initiation of fire. I Cor. 3:13-15; Zech. 13:9; Mal. 3:1-3; Matt. 3:11, 12; Luke 3:16, 17; I Pet.
1:6, 7; 4:12, 13. See also pp. 139-44.
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